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The surface mass balance (SMB) is very low over the vast East Antarctic Plateau, for
example in the Vostok region, where the mean SMB is on the order of 20–35 kg m-2 a-1.
The observation andmodeling of spatio-temporal SMB variations are equally challenging in
this environment. Stake measurements carried out in the Vostok region provide SMB
observations over half a century (1970–2019). This unique data set is compared with SMB
estimations of the regional climate models RACMO2.3p2 (RACMO) and MAR3.11 (MAR).
We focus on the SMB variations over time scales from months to decades. The
comparison requires a rigorous assessment of the uncertainty in the stake
observations and the spatial scale dependence of the temporal SMB variations. Our
results show that RACMO estimates of annual and multi-year SMB agree well with the
observations. The regression slope betweenmodelled and observed temporal variations is
close to 1.0 for this model. SMB simulations by MAR are affected by a positive bias which
amounts to 6 kgm-2 a-1 at Vostok station and 2 kgm-2 a-1 along two stake profiles
between Lake Vostok and Ridge B. None of the models is capable to reproduce the
seasonal distributions of SMB and precipitation. Model SMB estimates are used in
assessing the ice-mass balance and sea-level contribution of the Antarctic Ice Sheet
by the input-output method. Our results provide insights into the uncertainty contribution of
the SMB models to such assessments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Regional climate models (RCMs) have evolved into valuable resources for the estimation of the
components of the surface mass balance (SMB) over polar ice sheets. The latest generation of models
estimates the SMB with spatial resolutions of a few tens of km. They are essential for estimates of ice
sheet mass balance by the component (or input-output) method (Shepherd et al., 2018; Rignot et al.,
2019). They are also used for the attribution of mass changes determined by GRACE and GRACE-
FO (e.g., Groh et al., 2020; Velicogna et al., 2020) and ice-surface elevation changes determined by
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satellite altimetry (e.g., Schröder et al., 2019;Willen et al., 2020) to
either dynamically induced changes or SMB-related changes.
Over the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) the SMB is dominated by
snow precipitation, an order of magnitude larger than the other
mass fluxes, while mass losses are dominated by sublimation of
surface snow and drifting snow (Agosta et al., 2019). The SMB, its
components and their variability are unevenly distributed over
the AIS. The East Antarctic Plateau (EAP) above 2,000 m of
elevation is characterized by very low accumulation (Thomas
et al., 2017).

On the EAP the turnover of ice masses by SMB and ice flow is
smaller than at the ice sheet margins and the response time of ice
flow dynamics to changing climate conditions are long. That
makes the EAP a target for isolating secular background signals of
ice sheet changes from climate variability. An increase of SMB,
driven by ongoing climate change, may be bringing SMB out of a
previous balance with ice flow. Indeed, climate modeling studies
show a total AIS SMB increase in a warming climate since the
19th or early 20th century (Lenaerts et al., 2016; Pörtner et al.,
2019). A recent compilation of firn core records by Thomas et al.
(2017) confirms this SMB increase over the majority of the AIS,
while acknowledging sampling limitations on the EAP. On the
other hand, a past change in SMB, such as an increased snowfall
in the early Holocene on the EAP (Siegert, 2003), may not yet be
fully compensated by ice flow. Zwally et al. (2015) hypothesize
that the East Antarctic Ice Sheet has not yet fully adapted to this
SMB increase and, hence, is still thickening. A reliable knowledge
of the present-day SMB on the EAP is important not only to
understand the extent to which the two proposed kinds of SMB
induced surface elevation change signals could compensate
dynamically induced AIS mass losses in the 21st century
(Schlegel et al., 2018), but also for validating paleo-runs of ice
sheet models used for the interpretation of ice core data such as
the Vostok ice core. SMB models are used to interpret surface
elevation changes observed by geodetic measurements such as
satellite altimetry or in situ GNSS measurements (Richter et al.,
2008; Richter et al., 2014; Schröder et al., 2017; Schröder et al.,
2019). Part of the debate about conjectured dynamic thickening
on the EAP (Zwally et al., 2015; Richter et al., 2016) is on the
attribution of surface elevation changes to either dynamic or SMB
induced changes, and such attributions have been made by
involving modeled SMB. Due to the vast area, even small SMB
uncertainties over the EAP can contribute significant errors to
continental mass balance estimates. Inaccurate assumptions on
seasonal and short-term SMB variations distort linear rates
derived from sporadic (ICESat) or relatively short (ICESat-2,
CryoSat-2) data sets, especially in a region affected by the polar
gap in satellite data coverage and characterized by signal
magnitudes hardly exceeding observational uncertainties. In
situ evaluations of the SMB simulated by RCMs are of
particular value in this region, yet require observational data
of sufficient accuracy, homogeneity, temporal and spatial extent
(Lenaerts et al., 2019).

Here, we use the stake observations carried out by the Russian
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute since 1970 in the Vostok
region (Ekaykin et al., 2012) to evaluate the ability of two recent
RCMs to reproduce the spatio-temporal SMB variations in a

small part of the EAP. Vostok station (106°50’E, 78°28’S,
3,500 m.a.s.l.) is located at the southern tip of subglacial Lake
Vostok (Figure 1). Results derived from shallow cores and snow
pits suggest a mean SMB at Vostok oscillating between 20 and
22 kg m-2 a-1 (1816–2004: 20.6 ± 0.3 kg m-2 a-1; 1955–1996: 21.5 ±
0.5 kg m-2 a-1; Ekaykin et al., 2004) with a period of 40–50 years
(Ekaykin et al., 2014), an increase in SMB toward the northern
part of the lake area (1978–2010: 33.6 kg m-2 a-1 at the eastern
terminus of the NVFL stake profile, Figure 1; Ekaykin et al., 2017)
and a band of increased SMB along the western lake shore
coincident with the concave curvature where the ice surface
sloping down from Ridge B tapers off into the almost
horizontal lake surface (Figure 1). The ice flowline from
Vostok upslope (VFL stake profile) coincides with a regional
minimum in SMB and isotope content, which is regarded as a
continental divide separating air masses influenced by the Pacific
and Indian sectors (Ekaykin et al., 2012). Only one quarter of the
precipitation at Vostok originates from clouds, usually limited to
small events, while three quarters precipitate as “diamond dust”
from clear sky (Ekaykin et al., 2004).

The Regional Atmospheric Climate MOdel version 2.3p2 (van
Wessem et al., 2018), henceforth referred to as RACMO, is an
adaptation of the regional climate model RACMO2 to polar ice
sheets, coupled with a snow model, designed to model near-
surface climate, the surface energy budget and the SMB over the
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Over the AIS it has a
horizontal resolution of 27 km. We use the model output for
the period from January 1979 through August 2019. It is forced at
its lateral boundaries by ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al.,
2011) of pressure, wind, temperature, humidity, sea ice
concentration and sea surface temperature every 6 h and with
a spatial resolution of 0.75°. The SMB is obtained as the sum of the
modeled precipitation, surface sublimation, drifting snow
sublimation, drifting snow erosion and meltwater run-off. The
interaction of the near-surface air with drifting snow is explicitly
modeled. The time-dependent, multilayer, single-column snow
model is based on a firn densification model and relates the firn
density, temperature and liquid water content to the surface
temperature, accumulation and wind speed. The regional
climate model MAR version 3.11, henceforth termed MAR,
has been developed independently from RACMO (Kittel et al.,
2021). It covers the AIS with a horizontal resolution of 35 km and
is forced by the ERA5 reanalysis data (Hersbach et al., 2020) over
the period January 1979 through December 2019. MAR does not
account explicitly for drifting snow processes (erosion, transport,
sublimation; Agosta et al., 2019). However, an external blowing
snow module (Amory et al., 2020) can be enabled on request. In
the following, where not stated otherwise, we use the generic
MAR estimates without explicit incorporation of drifting snow
processes. An additional model run including the blowing snow
module is used to assess the impact of snow drift on the SMB
reconstruction. RACMO andMAR are the only two RCMs within
the suite analyzed byMottram et al. (2020) that feature subsurface
schemes optimized over snow and ice for Antarctica.

Neither of these models assimilates any SMB observations.
Their SMB simulations have been evaluated against the
GLACIOCLIM-SAMBA data set (Favier et al., 2013) which
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includes part of the stake observations along the Mirny-Vostok
convoy track (Van Wessem et al., 2014; Agosta et al., 2019;
Mottram et al., 2020). The central EAP is evidently
underrepresented in the GLACIOCLIM-SAMBA data.
Furthermore, those studies (Van Wessem et al., 2014; Agosta
et al., 2019; Mottram et al., 2020) extended their comparisons
over the entire AIS, but limited themselves to the mean SMB over
the entire observation time span available. Here, we analyze also
the temporal variations of the SMB time series simulated by
the RCMs.

In the Vostok region a reasonably precise SMB reconstruction
is a challenge to any continental-scale model. The very low SMB
calls for an accurate representation of all involved processes,
requiring model parameters tuned to conditions substantially
different from, and sometimes even in conflict with, those in the
highly dynamic coastal zones more densely sampled by
instrumental observations. In this cold environment (mean
surface air temperature: -54.9°C, Shibayev et al., 2019) surface
melt is absent and the efficiency of the sublimation of both
drifting snow and precipitating particles in low-level
atmospheric layers is substantially reduced. Drifting snow
transport is important and controlled by the surface elevation
gradient from Ridge B down to Lake Vostok. The propagation of
wind dynamics and precipitation from the peripheral
atmospheric forcing so far inland (1,250 km from the nearest
coast) is highly sensitive to uncertainties in the model boundary

conditions. Yet these extreme conditions prevail not only at
Vostok but across the EAP extending over 3 million km2.
Therefore, Vostok is representative for the plateau area.

2 DATA AND METHODS

2.1 Instrumental SMB Determination
In January 1970 a stake farm was set up about 1.5 km north of
Vostok station (VSF; Barkov and Lipenkov, 1978). It consists
of 79 stakes spaced every 25 m, forming an equilateral cross of
1 km × 1 km approximately aligned in the cardinal directions
(Ekaykin et al., 2020). Between early 1970 and late 2004 (with
some interruptions, see Table 1) the height of each stake above
the local snow surface was measured once a month. Near every
fifth stake the measurement is complemented by the
determination of the density of the uppermost 20 cm snow
layer. The apparent snow build-up is derived as the difference
in stake height between two consecutive measurements. It is
averaged over all 79 stakes and multiplied by the mean snow
density to yield the snow mass (kg m-2) accumulated during
that month. After 2004 these measurements have been
continued at a yearly interval (every late December). In this
way an SMB time series of annual resolution from 1970
through 2019 (with a gap in 2002–2003) is derived. The
temporal coverage of VSF observations is depicted in

FIGURE 1 |Map of the region under investigation. V: Vostok station; tiny red dots: location of accumulation stakes along the VFL and NVFL profiles; orange dots:
accumulation stakes along theMV profile. Green and blue gridlines: grid cell boundaries of the regional climate models RACMO andMAR, respectively. Blue shaded area
shows subglacial Lake Vostok according to the shoreline from Popov and Chernoglazov (2011). Isohypses depict the ice-surface elevation above WGS84 according to
Bamber et al. (2009). The inset shows the location of the map area (red) in Antarctica; orange: MV stake profile between Mirny and Vostok.
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Figure 2A. In December 1998 a new stake farm was set up
(NSF) with identical dimensions and contiguously to the west
of the old stake farm. Yearly measurements of this stake farm
yield a second annual SMB time series from 1999 through 2019
(with a gap in 2002–2003). The annual SMB time series derived
from both stake farms and simulated by the RACMO andMAR
models for the grid cells containing the VSF location are shown
in Figure 2A. Figure 2B illustrates the monthly SMB time
series according to VSF observations and both RCMs during a
segment of the common data interval 1979–1994.

In addition to the stake farms close to Vostok station, two
stake profiles were set up and measured repeatedly in the region
between subglacial Lake Vostok and Ridge B (Ekaykin et al.,

2012). The 107 km long VFL profile was set up along the ice
flowline through Vostok station upflow toward Ridge B
(Figure 1). The profile consists of 89 stakes, spaced every
1 km along the easternmost 60 km and the westernmost 10 km
of the profile, and every 2 km between kilometers 60 and 96.
While the bulk of stakes was set up andmeasured for the first time
in January 2005, the 11 westernmost stakes were set up in January
2006. The stake measurements were repeated in the 2011/2012
season (Table 1). The snow density of the uppermost 20 cm was
determined at every stake. A second, 188 km long profile (NVFL)
was set up in January 2008 along a flowline from the NW
grounding line of Lake Vostok up to Ridge B (Figure 1). It
consists of 94 stakes spaced every 2 km. The measurements at the

TABLE 1 | Summary of the stake observations in the Vostok region used in the comparison. The coordinates indicate the center of the stake farms VSF and NSF, and both
termini locations of the profiles VFL, NVFL and MV.

Latitude [°S] Longitude [°E] Number of
stakes

Spacing Period Interval [months]

VSF 78.4526 106.8129 79 25 m (1 × 1 km2) 1970–2004 1
1970–2019 12

NSF 78.4553 106.7691 79 25 m (1 × 1 km2) 1999–2019 12
VFL 78.4603 106.7849 89 1 km (71 km)

78.0897 102.8014 2 km (36 km)
20 2005–2012 83
58 2005–2012 84
11 2006–2012 72

NVFL 76.7070 102.0988 94 2 km (188 km)
77.1100 95.0722 28 2008–2013 60

66 2008–2012 48
MV 78.4630 106.8327 125 3 km (375 km) 1970–1974 47

75.4577 99.8711

FIGURE 2 | Time series of observed and modeled SMB at Vostok. (A) SMB derived from annual observations in the Vostok stake farm (VSF, black) and the new
stake farm (NSF, red) and annually cumulated SMB estimated by RACMO (green) and MAR (blue). Background gray shade indicates the stake data coverage: 1 -
monthly data; 2 - incomplete monthly data; 3 - annual data; 4 - data void. (B) SMB derived frommonthly VSF observations (black) and estimated by RACMO (green) and
MAR (blue) during a segment of the common data interval 1979–1994.
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westernmost 66 stakes (km 58–188) were repeated in January
2012, whereas the easternmost 28 stakes were re-measured in
January 2013. The snow density of the uppermost 20 cm was
determined at the easternmost ten stakes (20 km), and from there
upflow at every fifth stake. Based on these measured densities an
empirical relationship between the density and the E-W profile
length is derived and applied to interpolate the snow density for
the westernmost 84 stakes. The time span between the initial and
repeated stake measurements along both profiles varies between 4
and 7 years. Over this time span the SMB is derived for each
individual stake from the observed apparent snow build-up, the
snow density determined for the stake location and the number of
days between both stake measurement dates.

Further stakes were set up in 1970 along the convoy track from
Mirny to Vostok at equidistant intervals of 3 km (MV profile).
We use measurements of the 125 southernmost stakes of this
profile (from Vostok to 375 km north) between January 1970 and
December 1973 (Table 1). As these observations are prior to the
RCM period they do not allow a direct comparison with model
estimates. Nevertheless, they are utilized here to assess the spatial
variation scales of the temporal SMB observations.

Ekaykin et al. (2020) have shown that uncorrected stake
measurements systematically underestimate the snow build-up
and derived SMB due to the progressive densification of the snow
layer between the stake base and the surface. An explicit
formulation of this effect results in corrections which are, in
the Lake Vostok region, too small in magnitude. For this reason
we adopt here an empirical generalized densification correction of
8±4% (Ekaykin et al., 2020) which is applied to the SMB estimates
derived from all the stake measurements (both stake farms and
the three stake profiles).

2.2 Comparative Analysis Methods
We consider the SMB as a stochastic process in the two-
dimensional space, with the time representing a third
dimension. The SMB estimated by the RCMs represent
discrete grid cells which suppress any variation on
wavelengths shorter than about 50 km. Individual stake
observations, in turn, reflect variations on a wide range of
spatial scales as short as sub-meter (e.g., sastrugi). SMB
observations averaged over the VSF reduce the small-scale
variations with wavelengths shorter than 1 km. In our case,
stake observations and RCMs describe the temporal SMB
variation through time series with a maximum resolution of
one month. This implies, first, a low-pass filtering (filter width
of one month) and, second, a sampling at discrete points in time
(once a month) of the continuous stochastic process. A large part
of the observational data consists of mean SMB estimates over
time intervals of one year (VSF, NSF) or several years (MV, VFL
and NVFL profiles). An assessment of the accuracy of the stake
observations is crucial for the interpretation of their comparison
with the RCM simulations. Differences between stake farm
averages and RCM estimates (modeled SMB minus observed
SMB, henceforth M-O differences) result from the combined
effect of the following contributions: (A) the deviation of the stake
observations from the true value over the 1 × 1 km2 area (i.e., local
variability), (B) the difference between the true value over 1 ×

1 km2 and the true value over the model grid cell (i.e., short-
wavelength processes which average out over 27 × 27 or 35 ×
35 km2), and (C) the deviation of the model value from the true
value over the model grid cell (i.e., model errors). Contribution A
to the SMB derived from stake observations is dominated by
small-scale variations in snow build-up. Observational
uncertainties are expected to have a minor effect. For this
reason, in the following we refer to “local variability” when
addressing the accuracy, or uncertainty, of observed SMB.

Confidence intervals for the annual stake farm observations,
that is, contribution A, are derived from the standard deviation of
the differences between the simultaneous observations in VSF
and NSF, assuming that both stake farms yield equally accurate
SMB averages and that the differences do not contain a significant
differential SMB signal.

The information contained in the monthly and annual SMB
observations in VSF is combined in one time series. Gaps in the
monthly record are filled by distributing the remainder of the
annual SMB after subtraction of all sampled monthly values
uniformly over the missing months. For all years without
monthly readings the monthly values are set constant
throughout the year and proportional to the annual mean rate.
During the gap in the annual record (2002–2003) the mean SMB
throughout the entire annual VSF data set is adopted. This
combined time series provides an 11-years long record of
continuous monthly observations 1983–1994 with only four
short gaps (of one or two months duration) complemented
based on the annual record (Figure 2B). This continuous
high-resolution time series is used to analyze the statistical
properties of the VSF observations. In particular, the
autocorrelation and autocovariance functions of monthly VSF
observations are determined (Figure 4). A linear model (mean
value and rate) was subtracted from the time series prior to the
autocovariance computation in order to assure a zero expectation
and stationarity.

The VSF time series are used to explore the ability of the RCMs
to reproduce the observed temporal variation of the SMB over
different time scales (Section 3.2). The modeled SMB are
evaluated as the RACMO or MAR values in their grid cell that
contains the VSF location, without further spatial interpolation.
In a separate analysis (Section 3.3) we test an inverse-distance
weighted interpolation between the four grid cells closest to VSF,
employing linear, quadratic and cubic interpolation schemes, in
order to explore the eccentric location of VSF relative to the
model grid cells as an explanation for systematic M-O differences.
For each month contained in the monthly VSF record (no
interpolated values included), the M-O differences are
calculated. The comparison includes a scatter plot
(Figure 5A), the least-squares estimation of linear regression
parameters (slope s), the mean value (Δ) of the M-O differences,
the root-mean-square deviation (rms), and the Pearson
correlation coefficient (r). The monthly SMB simulated by the
RCMs for the Vostok grid cell are cumulated to annual mean
SMBs. Annual M-O differences are derived from these annual
model time series and the annual VSF observation record (no
interpolated values included). The annual SMB time series are
compared in a similar way as the monthly values (scatter plot,
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linear regression, statistical parameters; Figure 5B). The mean
M-O differences, their standard deviations and histograms are
used to quantify possible biases between RCM estimates and stake
farm observations and to determine their statistical significance
according to a t-test (Figures 5C,D). The consistency between
stake measurements and RCMs regarding the mean SMB over
several years is explored based on the combined time series of
monthly and annual data. The temporal variation of the mean
SMB is derived by averaging this combined record over a moving
window of a given integration interval. Likewise, for the RCM
results, time series of mean SMB are derived by averaging the
monthly simulations within a moving window corresponding to
the chosen integration interval (Figure 6).

The mean annual cycle is derived by stacking monthly SMB
anomalies observed in VSF (Figure 7). For this purpose, the mean
SMB throughout the year in question is subtracted from each
SMB value. This reduces the distortion of the mean annual signal
by interannual SMB variations. We restrict the stacking of the
observations to those 11 years between 1979 and 1995, for which
a complete monthly observation record (i.e., without data gap)
and RCM estimates are available. Relaxing this restriction would
allow to increase the number of realisations in each month from
11 to 20, but has no significant impact neither on themean annual
cycle nor on its formal uncertainty. The mean annual cycle of the
modeled SMB is determined in the same way, restricting the
stacking of the residual SMB (i.e., after subtraction of the mean
SMB of that year) only to those years included in the observation
stacking. The confidence interval of the mean annual cycle is
derived from the formal uncertainty of the mean value of each
month as σ/

��

n
√

(here n�11). By means of a similar stacking we
derive also the mean annual cycles of precipitation, snow density
and the monthly anomalies of wind speed and surface air
temperature. For this purpose, we make use of the
observations at Vostok station [precipitation and temperature,
1979–2017, AARI (2020); wind, 1979–2006, Reader Project
(2015)]. These observed annual cycles are compared to the
mean annual cycles of the RCM simulations of these variables
stacked over the corresponding time span. In addition,
amplitudes and phase angles of harmonics of annual and
semi-annual period are estimated by a least-squares adjustment.

The SMB observations along the MV and VFL profiles are
used to assess the combined effect of contributions A+B (Section
3.1). First, the accuracy of a single profile stake observation and its
spatial correlation are determined. For this purpose, the very
long-wave SMB variation is subtracted from the SMB observed
along the profiles, applying polynomials of degree 2 (MV) or 1
(VFL; Figure 3). The standard deviation of the individual stake
observations along the profile, after removing the very long-wave
model, yields an accuracy estimate of the multi-year SMB
observed at a single profile stake. This uncertainty is
interpreted as the combined effect of contributions A+B. Its
comparison with the single-stake variability in VSF, as
propagated from the uncertainty estimated for the farm
averages, allows to isolate the contribution B to multi-year
mean SMB.

The ability of the RCMs to reproduce the spatial SMB
variation in the Lake Vostok-Ridge B region is assessed based

on the SMB derived from the stake measurements along the VFL
and NVFL profiles (Section 3.3). The monthly model time series
of the grid cells corresponding to each stake location, without
spatial interpolation, are cumulated between the dates of the stake
measurements (accounting for incomplete months
proportionally to the number of days) and divided by the
number of days between both measurements. The
observational results are averaged within the bounds of the
individual grid cells in order to reduce the noise inherent to
individual stake observations (cf. Agosta et al., 2019). Since the
observation periods are practically identical for all the stakes
within one model grid cell, no weighting was applied among the
individual stakes. Due to the different grid geometry, this analysis
has to be performed separately for both RCMs (Figure 9).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Accuracy and Correlation of SMB
Observations
The standard deviation of the differences between the
simultaneous observations in the contiguous VSF and NSF
amounts to 3.4 kg m-2 a-1. We infer an uncertainty of
±2.4 kg m-2 a-1 for an annual SMB averaged over one stake
farm (contribution A to the M-O differences). The standard
deviation of the monthly SMB observations in VSF suggests
an accuracy of ±25.5 kg m-2 a-1. The autocorrelation function
of the monthly SMB anomalies in the continuous 11-years
VSF record (Figure 4A) is characterized by a low correlation,
essentially within ±0.2, for all τ>0. This indicates that the
variation in monthly SMB values is largely uncorrelated in
time and dominated by a random component (white noise).
The smoothed autocorrelation function, obtained by a running
average over five contiguous τ values, reveals a small persistent
annual period in the SMB variation with local correlationmaxima
at multiples of 12 months. The autocorrelation function of the 50-
years record of annual VSF observations (Figure 4B) confirms
the very low temporal correlation over longer time spans which
would also indicate a white noise behavior of the observed SMB
variations with respect to the mean value.

The SMB observed along the 375 km long MV stake profile
(Figure 3B) allows us to analyze the spatial scale dependence of
SMB variations over the wavelengths resolved by the RCM.
Figure 4C shows the autocorrelation function of this SMB
profile (after subtracting a trend polynomial of degree 2,
Figure 3). It reveals a very low correlation for all τ>0,
generally within ±0.2. This demonstrates that random
variations (white noise), for example related with drifting
snow processes, dominate the local SMB anomalies observed
at individual stakes spaced at 3 km intervals. The variance along
the profile is 84 kg-2 m-4 a-2. This suggests that the local variability
of the multi-year SMB at a single stake is 9.1 kg m-2 a-1. For
comparison, the uncertainty of the SMB observed in VSF over
47 months amounts to ±0.6 kg m-2 a-1 for the stake farm average.
This relates to a local variability of 5.4 kg m-2 a-1 at a single stake
when the individual stakes in the farm are assumed to be
uncorrelated. The VFL profile yields (after subtraction of a
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linear model) a local variability of 4.4 kg m-2 a-1 for a single-
stake multi-year observation in this profile over a mean interval
of 83 months. A stake farm average over this interval is accurate
to ±0.3 kg m-2 a-1, suggesting a single-stake variability of
3.1 kg m-2 a-1 when neglecting any correlation between the
farm stakes.

The differences in the single-stake variability between VSF and
both profiles amount to 3.7 kg m-2 a-1 (MV) and 1.3 kg m-2 a-1

(VFL). They represent conservative estimates of contribution B to
M-O differences over 47 and 83 months, respectively. First, these
estimates of contribution B do not discriminate between spatial
wavelengths. They include the variation on spatial scales between
the model grid cell dimension and that of the subtracted very
long-wave models. Second, the VSF single-stake variability
introduced in this comparison is too optimistic because spatial
correlation between the individual stakes of the farm is certainly
effective but not accounted for in the estimation. Third, these B
estimates probably include also part of the observational
uncertainty along the profiles, as the stake observations in the

farms are expected to be of superior accuracy than those along
MV and, perhaps to a lesser extent, VFL. We may, therefore,
regard the differences in single-stake variability as upper
bounds for contribution B to M-O differences over 47 and
83 months. On the other hand, the effect of contribution B is
expected to decrease with increasing time scales, as the
comparison of our B estimates for two different observation
periods confirms. However, the available data do not allow to
rigorously disentangle the spatial and temporal scale
dependencies of contribution B. Adopting the B estimate
derived from the single-stake variability along MV as
representative also for farm averages over one year, the
combined effect of contributions A+B on annual M-O
differences between RCM estimates and VSF amounts to
���������

2.42 + 3.72
√ � 4.4 kg m-2 a-1.

3.2 Temporal SMB Variation
The time series of both monthly readings (Figure 2B) and annual
SMB values (Figure 2A) reveal, first, a much broader variation of

FIGURE 3 | Spatial variability of multi-year SMB observed along stake profiles in the Vostok region. (A) VFL profile: mean SMB over 7 years observed at individual
stakes (orange dots); spatially low-pass filtered SMB variation by averaging over five contiguous stakes (red curve); linear model used to remove the very long-wave SMB
variation in the autocovariance calculation (gray line); SMB averaged over the observation period according to RACMO (green) andMAR (blue); mean SMB observed over
the same period in VSF: 21.9 kg m-2 a-1. (B)MV profile: mean SMB over 4 years observed at individual stakes 1970–1974 (purple dots); spatially low-pass filtered
SMB variation by averaging over five contiguous stakes (purple curve); quadratic model (gray curve); mean SMB averaged over the entire model period 1979–2019 (solid)
with its temporal standard deviation (dashed) according to RACMO (green) and MAR (blue); mean SMB observed over the same period in VSF: 24.3 kg m-2 a-1.

FIGURE 4 | Autocorrelation functions of the SMB derived from stake observations. Continuous curves show the autocorrelation for τ > 0, low-pass filtered by
averaging over five τ-values. The indicated variance σ2 corresponds to the autocovariance at τ � 0. (A) Temporal autocorrelation of monthly SMB observations in the
Vostok stake farm (VSF) 1983–1994. (B) Temporal autocorrelation of annual SMB observations 1970–2019 in VSF. (C) Spatial autocorrelation of multi-year SMB
observed along the MV-profile.
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the VSF observations compared to the estimates of both RCMs
and, second, a positive offset of the SMB simulated by MAR
compared to RACMO and the stake observations. Both findings
are also evident in the scatter plots in Figure 5A (monthly SMB
readings) and Figure 5B (annual mean SMB). The M-O
differences between the monthly VSF observations
(1979–2004; 187 values) and the RACMO model estimates
have a mean value of +0.7 kg m-2 a-1 and a standard deviation
of 22.4 kg m-2 a-1. For MAR the mean value of the monthly M-O
differences amounts to +6.3 kg m-2 a-1 and the standard deviation
to 24.1 kg m-2 a-1. The variance of the SMB reconstructed by
RACMO and MAR amounts to 18 and 25%, respectively, of the
variance of the monthly observations. Both the linear regression
(slope s) and the rather moderate, yet statistically significant (99%
confidence), correlation demonstrate that either of the models
contain a common signal with the observations. RACMO fits the
observed variation better than MAR, regardless of the offset. For
RACMO, the regression slopes are 0.96 and 1.04 at monthly and
annual resolution, respectively, while for MAR these slopes
amount to 0.55 and 0.69. However, the M-O differences

amount to 84% (RACMO) and 98% (MAR) of the observed
monthly variance, reflected in Figure 5A by the large scatter of
the observations about the regression lines and the rms deviations
in excess of the observed mean value.

The comparison of annual SMB observations with the
annually cumulated model estimates (Figure 5B) indicates an
increase in correlation and a decrease in rms deviation relative to
the monthly comparison. Over the period of simultaneous annual
SMB values of VSF and the RCMs (1979–2019; 39 annual values)
the M-O differences have mean values of -0.1 kg m-2 a-1

(RACMO) and +6.0 kg m-2 a-1 (MAR), and standard deviations
of 4.5 kg m-2 a-1 (RACMO) and 5.0 kg m-2 a-1 (MAR). The
standard deviations of the annual M-O differences confirm
our estimate of 4.4 kg m-2 a-1 as a conservative quantification
of the combined effect of contributions A+B. Histograms of the
annual M-O differences are shown in Figure 5C (MAR) and
Figure 5D (RACMO). MAR’s M-O differences are statistically
significant at a 99.9% confidence level, indicating that the annual
SMB observed in VSF and modeled by MAR do not belong to the
same population. This bias corresponds to 30% of the mean

FIGURE 5 | Comparison of SMB estimated by RACMO (green) and MAR (blue) with observations in stake farms at Vostok station over different time scales. (A)
Scatter plot of monthly SMB. Statistics: Pearson correlation coefficient (r), mean difference model minus observation (Δ), root-mean-square deviation (rms), slope (s) of a
linear regression, number of data pairs (n). (B) Scatter plot of annual SMB. (C) Histogram of annual M-O differences between MAR and VSF (n � 39). Gray line indicates
the mean value (i.e., Δ; solid) and its 99.9% confidence interval (according to a t-test; dashed). The confidence interval of the meanM-O difference is clearly different
from zero, indicating a statistically significant bias. (D) Histogram of annual M-O differences between RACMO and VSF (n � 39).
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monthly observed SMB of 21 kg m-2 a-1 (contribution C). The
RACMO M-O differences are statistically not significant, also at
lower confidence levels. The annual comparison (Figure 5B)
reveals furthermore a lower variability in the modeled SMBwhich
amounts to 34% (RACMO) and 57% (MAR) of the variance of
the annual observations; a superior fit of RACMO compared to
MAR according to the regression slope and correlation
coefficient; and M-O differences which correspond to 63%
(RACMO) and 78% (MAR) of the observed variance.
Figure 5B includes also the comparison of the annual SMB
observations in VSF and NSF over the 19 years period of
simultaneous data (1999–2019).

Figure 6A shows the variation of the mean SMB derived from
VSF observations and RCM over the observation period for two
different integration intervals. The comparison of mean rates
integrated over two and five years indicates, for observations and
RCM similarly, a variance reduction of 60–65%. The multi-year
SMB simulated by RACMO represent, independent of the
integration interval, 45% of the variance of the SMB derived
from the stake observations. The 5-years SMB of VSF and
RACMO reveal a common long-term signal characterized by a
reversal of the trend at a minimum around 1996. The largest

deviation between RACMO and VSF 5-years mean SMB occurs
in the 1980s and might be caused by an inferior accuracy of the
global forcing by ERA-Interim in those early times. MAR’s biased
SMB estimates cause, as expected, also a bias in the multi-year
SMB with a mean M-O difference over the common data period
of +8 kg m-2 a-1. The M-O difference of 5-years SMB varies with
time, with a maximum effect in the late 1990s and an increase
during the last decade. The cumulated SMB at Vostok over the
model period (1979–2019) is shown in Figure 6B. It highlights an
excellent agreement between the stake observations and
RACMO. The long-term mean SMB (1816–2004) derived by
Ekaykin et al. (2004) from stacked snow pits and shallow cores is
included for comparison.

A temporal partitioning of the variance in the VSF monthly
SMB time series indicates that 5% (31.4 kg2 m-4 a-2) of the
observed variance is due to interannual variation and 14%
(85.3 kg2 m-4 a-2) due to the mean annual cycle. The model
time series show a comparable relative contribution from
interannual variability (RACMO: 7%, 7.7 kg2 m-4 a-2; MAR:
5%, 7.4 kg2 m-4 a-2), but a much smaller seasonal contribution
(RACMO: 2%, 2.2 kg2 m-4 a-2; MAR: 2%, 3.5 kg2 m-4 a-2). Thus,
the seasonal SMB cycle deserves particular attention.

FIGURE 6 | Comparison of long-term mean SMB derived from stake observations at Vostok with RCM simulations. (A) Variation of multi-year mean SMB over the
observation period as derived from observations in the Vostok stake farm (black) and new stake farm (red) and from RACMO (green) and MAR (blue) model estimates.
Thin curves: SMB averaged over 2 years; thick curves: SMB averaged over 5 years; light gray band about VSF 5-years mean SMB: uncertainty of the generalized
densification correction applied. Horizontal gray bands indicate the periods covered by the stake observations in the MV, VFL and NVFL profiles. (B) SMB
cumulated over the model period 1979–2019; the gray line depicts the mean accumulation rate over the period 1816–2004, and its uncertainty, as derived by Ekaykin
et al. (2004) from stacked snow pits and shallow cores at Vostok.
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The mean annual cycle of the VSF SMB observations in
Figure 7 reveals a seasonal variation with a minimum during
polar day. This variation is statistically significant and consistent
with the mean annual cycles of observed meteorological
parameters. Nevertheless, neither of the RCMs reproduces an
appreciable seasonal SMB variation at Vostok. While a least-
squares fit to the observed monthly SMB anomalies yields annual
and semi-annual amplitudes of 10 and 8 kg m-2 a-1, respectively,
these amplitudes amount to only 2 and 1 kg m-2 a-1 for either of
the models. Climatic forcing of the annual SMB cycle is expected
to vary only insignificantly within the model grid cells. Small-
scale effects contained in the VSF observations cannot explain the
occurrence of this persistent periodic signal. Figure 7 suggests
that the observed seasonal SMB variation at Vostok is to a large
extent due to the seasonal precipitation distribution. The
precipitation cycle is similar in magnitude (annual and semi-
annual amplitudes of 11 and 4 kg m-2 a-1) and roughly in phase
with that of the observed SMB. Small differences in the shape of
both annual cycles might be caused by the different amount and
time span of SMB and precipitation data, but reflect also the
modulation by other, simultaneous processes. Surface
sublimation is controlled by the air temperature and small in
the Vostok environment. Nevertheless, the steep temperature
increase at the transition from polar night to polar day
contributes, through a transitory activation of the sublimation
(Ekaykin et al., 2004), to the pronounced decrease in SMB toward
the end of the year. Drifting snow erosion and deposition might
also influence the seasonal SMB variation. The mean annual
cycles of both air temperature and wind speed are reasonably well
reproduced by both RCM, despite a slight underestimation of the
wind speed amplitude. However, the stacked mean annual signals
of the monthly precipitation sums estimated by RACMO and
MAR are inconsistent with the observed seasonal cycle. In fact,
these mean model signals represent no harmonic seasonal
behavior, with annual and semi-annual amplitudes that are
one order of magnitude smaller than those of the observed
variation and thus nonsignificant. This explains the lack of
seasonal variation in the modeled SMB at Vostok very likely
as a consequence of the missing precipitation cycle of the RCMs.
As a consequence also the seasonal variation in near-surface snow
density simulated by both RCMs is suppressed.

In an attempt to shed light on the cause of the bias in SMB
estimates by MAR over different time scales, we examine the
precipitation record at Vostok station (AARI, 2020). For 25 years
between 1979 and 2014 there are complete annual precipitation
sums, annual SMB observations in VSF and RCM estimates of
precipitation and SMB available. Over these years, the mean SMB
and precipitation observed at Vostok amount to 21.3 and
19.0 kg m-2 a-1, respectively. RACMO reproduces these values
almost perfectly with a mean SMB of 21.4 kg m-2 a-1 and a
mean precipitation of 19.7 kg m-2 a-1. MAR yields a mean SMB
of 27.0 kg m-2 a-1, thus overestimating the observed SMB by 27%.
The precipitation estimated by MAR at 24.3 kg m-2 a-1 exceeds
the observed precipitation in a very similar proportion of 28%.
This leads us to suggest that the model precipitation is the
principal source of MAR’s SMB bias. The latter is not

FIGURE 7 | Mean annual cycle of SMB and selected meteorological
parameters at Vostok station. Top: Monthly SMB anomalies according to
Vostok stake farm observations (red) and their formal uncertainties
(orange) stacked over 11 years of complete monthly records
between 1979 and 1995, compared to analogously stacked monthly SMB
anomalies according to RACMO (green) and MAR (blue). Blue open
diamonds indicate the identically stacked SMB estimates by MAR
including the blowing snow module (Amory et al., 2020). Below (top to
bottom) stacked mean annual cycles of monthly: precipitation sums
(1979–2017; AARI, 2020), anomalies of wind speed (1979–2006; Reader
Project, 2015), anomalies of near-surface snow density (VSF
observations, same 11 years as SMB), and near-surface air temperature
anomalies (1979–2016; AARI, 2020) at Vostok station are shown.
RACMO (green) and MAR (blue) estimates of these parameters are
stacked over periods identical to the observation stack. Gray bands in the
background mark the transitions between polar day and polar night.
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explainable by drifting snow processes not being incorporated in
this model. A model run incorporating the external blowing snow
module (Amory et al., 2020) yields SMB values on average
2.6 kg m-2 a-1 larger than the generic MAR estimates. This
suggests that deposition dominates over erosion at Vostok, and
the modeled snow drift contribution is very close to the observed
excess of SMB over precipitation (21.3 - 19.0 � 2.3 kg m-2 a-1). The
SMB surplus due to drifting snow distributes fairly uniformly over
the year (Figure 7, top, blue diamonds compared to blue dots).
However, this contribution further increases the M-O differences
from +6.3 to +8.9 kg m-2 a-1. Also the wind speed and direction
observed at Vostok station over 22 years (1979–2006; Reader
Project, 2015) are better reproduced by RACMO than by MAR.
Both RCMs underestimate the daily wind speeds, RACMO by 42%
andMAR by 50%. The mean wind direction, as derived from time-
averaged wind velocity components, agree between RACMO and
the observations within 20°, whereas MAR’s mean wind direction
differs by 30° from the observed one. This might suggest the
representation of the local atmospheric circulation to be a
possible cause for the overestimation of the precipitation.

3.3 Spatial SMB Variation
Figure 3 reveals a substantial variation in multi-year mean SMB
over short distances (i.e., individual stakes). In Figure 8 we
compare the multi-year SMB observed along the VFL, NVFL
and MV profiles with the wind-parallel surface curvature in
order to assess the impact of the local surface topography on
the SMB through conditioning the wind-driven snow erosion and

deposition. For this purpose we use a recent digital elevationmodel
(DEM,Howat et al., 2019), sampled to 100 m horizontal resolution.
The DEM gradient in the mean wind direction (according to
RACMO estimates of local wind vector components averaged over
the model period 1979–2019) represents the wind-parallel surface
slope. The gradients of this wind-parallel slope, evaluated at the
stake locations and in the mean wind direction, yield the wind-
parallel surface curvature shown in Figure 8. Along the VFL profile
(Figure 8B, 7-years observation period) the two major positive
local SMB anomalies coincide with concave surface curvature
(troughs), as already noted by Ekaykin et al. (2012). However,
negative SMB anomalies do not seem to generally coincide with
convex surface curvature, and along NVFL and MV a correlation
between curvature and SMB is not as evident. This might suggest
that a 4-years observation period (NVFL,MV) is too short to let the
topography effect stand out against random variations
(Figure 4C). Other processes have to be considered in addition
to explain this short-wavelength SMB variability, as evidenced e.g.,
by the S-N increase along the southernmost 150 km of the MV
profile. A similar analysis of the wind-parallel slope and the
absolute maximum curvature and slope (i.e., independent of the
wind direction) does not provide further insights into the
topographic control of SMB variations. It has to be noted,
though, that not only stake observations but also DEMs are
subject to noise which is enhanced by the twofold
differentiation in the curvature determination.

Figure 9 presents the comparison of multi-year SMB
derived from the stake observations along the VFL and

FIGURE 8 | Comparison of the spatial variation in observed multi-year SMB (gray) and wind-parallel surface curvature (red). The surface curvature is derived from
the REMADEM (Howat et al., 2019) at 100 m resolution in the direction of the mean wind direction according to RACMO (1979–2019) and normalized along each profile.
Positive curvature indicates a concave surface (trough). (A) VFL profile (observation interval 7 years). (B) NVFL profile (4 years). (C) MV profile (4 years).
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NVFL profiles with the cumulated SMB model estimates. The
observed SMB is averaged over all the stakes within the model
grid cell boundaries of the corresponding RCM estimates. This
comparison reveals an overall satisfactory agreement between
stake observations and the RACMO model. The SMB increase
from the southern (VFL) to the northern (NVFL) profile is
consistently reproduced by both observation and model,
although RACMO slightly underestimates the SMB derived
from stake measurements along VFL by applying the
generalized 8% snow densification correction. The
comparison shows also that the systematic bias in SMB
estimated by MAR is not a local effect restricted to Vostok
station (Figure 5) but likely affects a broader region between
Ridge B and Lake Vostok.

The mean difference between SMB estimates by MAR and
stake observations along the VFL and NVFL profiles amounts to
+2.3 kg m-2 a-1. This discrepancy is substantially smaller in
magnitude than the average 5-years SMB bias at Vostok station
(+8 kgm-2 a-1). In part, this is an effect of the profile observation
period coincident with the minimum deviation between MAR and
observedmulti-year SMB at Vostok (Figure 6).We conclude that a
positive bias affects the SMB reconstructed by MAR over a larger
region between Ridge B and Lake Vostok, even though the mean
bias over that region is probably smaller than the bias derived at
Vostok station. It could be speculated that the MAR model biases
revealed at Vostok over different time scales could be caused by the
eccentric location of VSF relative to the model grid cell (Figure 1).
VSF’s location close to a continental divide of atmospheric
circulation might imply significant gradients, e.g., in humidity
transport, over distances comparable to the grid cell dimensions
which could produce a systematic bias between the precipitation,

and thus SMB, MAR estimates in the cell center and that observed
at Vostok. In this case, an interpolation across the divide should
reduce this bias significantly. To test this hypothesis, we interpolate
the monthly MAR estimates to the VSF location as an inverse-
distance weighted average of the SMB simulated for the four
nearest grid cells. However, this interpolation does not reduce
the mean M-O difference (from +6.3 to +6.4 kg m-2 a-1). The
interpolation has a similarly insignificant impact on the annual
M-O differences. RACMO, with its grid cell center located only
slightly closer to VSF thanMAR, does also not improve its fit to the
VSF record by the interpolation. These comparisons are insensitive
to the applied interpolation scheme (linear, quadratic, or cubic).
The detection of MAR’s SMB bias all over the studied region, the
relatively small contribution of drifting snow to SMB (roughly
10%), and the superior performance of RACMO despite facing the
same challenges posed by the short-wavelength processes make it
likely that the cause of MAR’s bias is to be sought in the
atmospheric circulation and humidity transport over spatial
scales exceeding a few model grid cells around Vostok.

4 CONCLUSION

Our comparison reveals a clear common signal in the SMB
time series derived from stake observations and continental-
scale atmospheric models. This proves success in both
observing and modeling SMB variations under conditions as
peculiar as those encountered at Vostok.

Our results show, first, an impressive agreement between
RACMO and densification-corrected stake observations in
annual and long-term mean SMB at Vostok station. The

FIGURE 9 | Comparison of SMB estimated by RACMO (green) and MAR (blue) with multi-year SMB observed along the VFL and NVFL stake profiles. Stake-
derived SMB averaged within theMAR (top, blue) and RACMO (bottom, green) model grid cells (red); orange: uncertainty of the cell averages. For eachmodel grid cell the
number of stakes (and years between repeated observations, i.e., integration interval) are indicated.
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regression slope between modeled and observed temporal
variations at both monthly and annual resolution is close to
1.0. No statistically significant difference is established
between the observed and modeled temporal variations in
annual mean SMB. As the insignificance of the differences
depends on the noise level of the observations, the
quantification of confidence intervals of the observed SMB
is an essential element of the study.

Second, a systematic positive bias is detected in MAR’s SMB
estimates, which varies between +2 and +6 kg m-2 a-1 over the
time and space sampled by our observations. This bias is very
small compared to SMB observed at the ice sheet margins. If
the bias established at Vostok were valid for the entire EAP, it
would imply an overestimation of the AIS mass balance of
18 Gt a-1, i.e., on the order of 20% of recent estimates.
However, the limited spatial extent of our data does not
allow robust conclusions about the integral performance of
either RCM over the AIS (e.g., Mottram et al., 2020).

Third, our comparison indicates a poor representation of the
annual SMB cycle at Vostok by either RCM. This is largely
attributable to a seasonal precipitation distribution inconsistent
with the meteorological record at Vostok. The difference in the
spatial scales sampled by our observations and the RCMs does
not affect this finding substantially.

Finally, our analysis demonstrates the potential of the
Vostok stake data set to tune RCM parameters toward an
improved representation of the SMB over the EAP. Its unique
location qualifies Vostok as a benchmark validation site. On
the one hand, the extremely flat ice surface atop the subglacial
lake minimizes slope-dependent effects on SMB observations
(e.g., transient dunes and mega-dunes). On the other hand, its
location at the boundary between humidity sources in the
Pacific and Indian sectors makes Vostok highly sensitive to the
large-scale atmospheric circulation simulated by RCMs.
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